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MARKET OVERVIEW 

Perhaps it would be easiest to copy and paste some comments from last quarter, where I said:  

The second longest bull market since World War II continued its march into record territory. The 

Dow Jones Industrial Average, the S&P 500® Index, and the Russell 2000 Index each hit all-time 

highs this quarter. 

It was true again for the third quarter of 2017, as were the trends of lower interest rates, extremely low vola-

tility, and continued asset flows into ETFs and other passive vehicles. The S&P 500® Index rose 4.48%, up 

14.24% year to date. 

While there was very low volatility in the markets, there was no shortage of uncertainty and alarming news 

in the U.S. and around the globe: the continued political polarization in the U.S., three devastating hurri-

canes, terror events here and abroad, and increasing tensions with a nuclear-armed North Korea. 

Meanwhile the economy seems to be in “Goldilocks” mode – not too cold, not too hot. However, things may 

be heating up as GDP ticked higher, unemployment ticked down, the labor participation rate rebounded, and 

even wages moved higher. Additionally, the market showed enthusiasm about the prospect of tax reform, 

discounting the economic stimulus that it might provide. 

MID CAP GROWTH SEPARATE ACCOUNT COMPOSITE PERFORMANCE 

In another repeat from Q1 and Q2, growth generally outperformed value at every market cap segment. 

There was very little dispersion across the market cap categories themselves.  

The Russell Mid Cap® Growth Index rose 5.28%, while the Stephens Mid Cap Growth Composite gained 

5.69%, gross of fees (5.55% net of fees). 

Our underweight position in Consumer Discretionary stocks helped our relative performance, as the sector 

lagged the broad market. Our stocks were essentially in-line with those in the benchmark. Our media hold-

ings did well: Live Nation Entertainment, Inc. was a stand-out performer. 

Our Consumer Staples holdings did well from both an absolute and relative perspective, as both Monster 

Beverage Corporation and Brown-Forman Corporation were up double digits. We sold our stake in Tree-

house Foods, Inc. as margin pressure and hyper-competitiveness in grocery is beginning to impact them. 

Energy stocks were a slight drag on relative performance, although still in positive territory in absolute 

terms. After reducing our exposure in Q2, energy stocks have less of an impact on the portfolio. We contin-

ued to reduce exposure again this quarter.  

Financials are also a relatively small position for us, and thus didn’t impact our performance very much. We 

lagged slightly here, primarily because MarketAxess Holdings Inc. was down slightly. Our investment thesis 

is still intact, and improving even, but the stock seemed to work off some of its rich valuation this quarter.  

Healthcare stocks underperformed the broad market, and our overweight exposure worked against us. Part 

of the reason for the weakness was DexCom, Inc. The stock sold off on news of a competitor’s product 

receiving FDA approval. We still believe that DexCom’s device is a better product, and we have maintained 

our position.  

Industrials did well in absolute terms, while our relative performance was essentially inline. Our Aerospace 

and Defense holdings also did very well. Orbital ATK, Inc. was acquired by Northrop Grumman.  We added 

a new position in HEICO Corporation, a manufacturer of aerospace products.  

Technology stocks were a source of relative strength, with every sub-sector in positive territory. Our auto-

mation related holdings did particularly well, led by Cognex Corporation, NVIDIA Corporation, and IPG Pho-

tonics Corporation. Our semiconductor holdings all posted significant gains, and we added a new position in 

ON Semiconductor Corporation, in part because of their exposure to autonomous and electric vehicles.  

¹The information is shown as supplemental only and complements the full disclosure presentation located on the back. The Russell Midcap® Growth 

Index measures the performance of those Russell Midcap® companies with higher price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted growth values. You 

cannot invest directly in an index. The S&P 500® Index is a broad-based unmanaged index of 500 stocks, which is widely recognized as representative 

of the equity market in general. The Russell 2000® Index measures the performance of the 2,000 smallest companies in the Russell 3000® Index, which 

represents approximately 8% of the total market capitalization of the Russell 3000® Index. You cannot invest directly in an index. 

Excludes Money Market Fund Holdings.  

Portfolio holdings and asset allocations 

are subject to change and are not 

recommendations to buy or sell a 

security.  Current and future portfolio 

holdings are subject to risk. 
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TOP 10 HOLDINGS¹ 
  

                                                      % of 

COMPANY                        PORTFOLIO  

1. Microchip Technology Incorporated     1.97% 

2. Cognex Corporation                      1.92% 

3. Orbital ATK, Inc.                           1.91% 

4. MercadoLibre, Inc.                        1.85% 

5. IDEXX Laboratories, Inc.                 1.78% 

6. SVB Financial Group                      1.70% 

7. Monster Beverage Corporation       1.69% 

8. CoStar Group, Inc.                        1.64% 

9. IPG Photonics Corporation             1.60% 

10. FLIR Systems, Inc.                      1.59% 

Consumer Discretionary 15.86% 

Consumer Staples 2.74% 

Energy 3.75% 

Financials 5.76% 

Health Care 21.23% 

Industrials 12.03% 

Information Technology 38.64% 

Materials 0.00% 

The Power of Growth® 



OUTLOOK 

 

The term “Goldilocks” has been used a lot lately when talking about the economy and how the market perceives it. The obvious connection to the children’s 

story is the notion that the economy, like the porridge in the story, is “not too cold, not too hot, but just right.”  

There are those that would certainly argue that the economy isn’t just right. But in the stock market, the majority rules and perception is reality. And there is 

real justification for this idea: GDP has been decent and even revised higher, consumer confidence is at very high levels, employment figures are robust, 

and we are even seeing signs of improving wages and a higher labor participation rate.  

Tax reform is on everyone’s minds now. Real tax reform would be stimulative to the economy and the market. It’s hard to say if the market has already 

priced in some chance that tax reform does go through, but it is certainly one more thing that can go right.  

What comes after that? What more good news will the market need to fuel the steady march into record territory?  

Last quarter I referred to a story in Blink, about intuition that something is wrong. Intuition shouldn’t drive an investment process, and it certainly doesn’t for 

us. We always look for concrete evidence to support and to refute any ideas we have. My thesis has been that the shift to passive investing and the preva-

lence of ETFs (many of which deliver exposures that may not be what the end users realize) have caused and is continuing to create some systemic and 

structural changes to the market itself. Here’s some evidence for you (admittedly somewhat anecdotal).  

One of our holdings, KeyW Holding Corp., suffered a 7% downward move in mere minutes simply because a large ETF that holds it  changed its un-

derlying index which in turn caused it to sell KEYW. The stock price dropped another 10% and stayed depressed, as it took a couple of days for 

fundamental investors to figure out this was all that had happened, and the stock quickly rebounded to prior levels.  

A CEO of a public pharmaceuticals company was being interviewed on the day his company changed its listing from the NYSE to NASDAQ. He said 

this: 

“So you’ll see a lot of the bigger companies that do manage money, that we go and see, on the buy-side, quite often, they just don’t have the 

growth that they used to. And the indexes are really showing up . . . The only reason [we switched] – we really liked the NYSE; the fee structure 

was similar; it was great support; but the indexes are over at the NASDAQ, and we wanted to come join the party.”  

Today there is a record short position in the VIX, the CBOE Volatility Index, at a time when the VIX is at the lowest level in decades – this quarter it 

was even lower than it was in 2007. At the end of September, there were nearly 25mm shares short VXX – an ETF that tracks the VIX. Mind you, 

there were only 26.2mm shares outstanding at that date. Why? The VXX ETF can’t invest in the VIX Index directly. It does so through the futures 

market, buying the front two months contracts. Since the market is in contango, the future price is higher than the spot price. Those futures con-

tracts are converging to the spot price and losing value. As long as the VIX doesn’t move much higher, the VXX will decline in value on the nega-

tive yield structure of using the futures market. In August, the New York Times had an article quoting a former logistics manager at a Target 

store, who now makes his living shorting the VIX. He said, “Today I just sat back, ate some popcorn, and cashed in my profits .” 

I believe these are signs of a bubble: ETF rebalancing causing massive swings in stocks; companies changing exchanges just to have their own stock 

bought by more passive vehicles; and lay people quitting their jobs to become multimillionaires by shorting an ETF that invests in futures of an index that is 

a derivative tied to the pricing of the implied volatility of option contracts. Some say we are in a bubble for everything. A recent issue of The Economist 

magazine is titled “The Bull Market in Everything.” I think when the history books are written, all of these anomalies can be traced back to ZIRP and QE. 

I must be careful to use the term “bubble” and should give my statements some context. Just because we’ve identified something as a bubble doesn’t 

mean it’s about to burst. I fractured a tooth as a result of a crash in a bike race recently. The dentist told me it may break off today at lunch, or it may break 

off in twenty years – there’s no way for him to know. But it is fractured. This bubble may burst next quarter, or maybe never. Identifying bubbles isn’t terribly 

hard. Predicting how and when they resolve themselves is an impossible task. 

NOT FDIC INSURED MAY LOSE VALUE NOT BANK GUARANTEED 

PORTFOLIO CHARACTERISTICS¹ 

 

We eliminated four positions this quarter and added three new ones. Our Technology weight grew to about 37% of assets, while Healthcare shrank to just 

over 20%. Consumer Discretionary was unchanged at roughly 15%. Relative to our benchmark, we are overweight Technology and Healthcare, and under-

weight Materials, Real Estate, and Industrials.  

As the market set new highs, valuations continued to expand, and now stand near all-time high levels. Our weighted harmonic average P/E ratio of next 

twelve months earnings is 26.5 For the Russell Mid Cap® Growth Index, that figure stands at 20.7 Growth rates ticked up as well. Our median company is 

expected to grow earnings at 15% over the next twelve months. In the most recent quarter, our median company grew earnings at 16.1%, while the bench-

mark’s result was 13.6%.  

Our split between core growth and earnings catalyst shifted toward core this quarter. The mix is now 39% catalyst, 61% core.  



I M P O R T A N T  L E G A L  D I S C L O S U R E S  

Mid Cap Growth Separate Account Composite contains fully discretionary accounts invested primarily in mid cap common stock of U.S. companies.  Under normal conditions, securities purchased for 

this composite have market capitalizations between $1 billion and the market capitalization of the largest company in the Russell Midcap® Growth Index at the time of initial purchase, which appear to 

have clear indicators of future earnings growth or that appear to demonstrate other potential for growth of capital.  In addition to common stock the composite may also purchase convertible and pre-

ferred stock as well as certain Exchange Traded Funds.  This composite is actively managed and securities in the composite are frequently purchased and sold by the manager.  For comparison purposes 

the composite is measured against the Russell Midcap® Growth Index.  

Stephens Investment Management Group, LLC claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®) and has prepared and presented this report in compli-

ance with the GIPS standards. Stephens Investment Management Group has been independently verified for the periods December 1, 2005 through June 30, 2017. Verification as-

sesses whether (1) the firm has complied with all the composite construction requirements of the GIPS standards on a firm-wide basis and (2) the firm’s policies and procedures are 

designed to calculate and present performance in compliance with the GIPS standards. The Mid Cap Growth Separate Account Composite has been examined for the periods June 2, 

2006 through June 30, 2017. The verification and performance examination reports are available upon request. 

Stephens Investment Management Group, LLC is a registered investment advisor specializing in equity investment management, specifically small and mid-capitalization growth companies. The firm 

maintains a complete list and description of composites, which is available upon request. 

Results are based on fully discretionary accounts under management, including those accounts no longer with the firm. Past performance is not indicative of future results. 

The U.S. Dollar is the currency used to express performance. Returns are presented gross and net of fees and include the reinvestment of all income. Net of fee performance is calculated using actual 

fees incurred. Policies for valuing portfolios, calculating performance, and preparing compliant presentations are available  upon request. The management fee schedule begins at 1.00% of assets under 

management. Actual investment advisory fees incurred by clients may vary. The Mid Cap Growth Separate Account Composite was created June 2, 2006.  

Prior to September 1, 2011, composite policy required the temporary removal of any account from the composite which incurred a client initiated significant cash inflow or outflow of 10% or more of the 

value of the net assets of the account in any 30 day period. The temporary removal of such an account occurred at the beginning of the month in which the significant cash flow occurred and the account 

re-entered the composite at the beginning of the month after the cash flow. This policy was deleted effective September 1, 2011. Additional information regarding the treatment of significant cash flows is 

available upon request.  

The information provided herein has been prepared solely for informative purposes and is not a solicitation, or an offer to buy or sell any security. It does not purport to be a complete description of the 

securities, markets or developments referred to in the material. All expression of opinion is subject to change without notice. The information is obtained from sources, which we consider reliable, but we 

have not independently verified such information and we do not guarantee that it is accurate or complete. We, or our affiliates and their officers and directors, may have a long or short position in any 

security. 

The annual composite dispersion is an asset-weighted standard deviation calculated for the accounts in the composite the entire year.  

The investment objectives, risks, charges and 

expenses should be carefully considered 

before investing. SIMG nor their representa-

tives provide legal or tax advice. Please 

consult your tax advisor before making any 

decisions. 

There are additional risks associated with invest-

ments in smaller and/or newer companies because 

their shares tend to be less liquid than securities of 

larger companies. Further, shares of small and 

new companies are generally more sensitive to 

purchase and sales transactions involving the 

company’s stock and to changes in the company’s 

financial condition or prospects, and, therefore, 

the prices of such stocks may be more volatile 

than those of larger company stocks. Clients’ 

investment results and principal value will fluctu-

ate. 

OUTLOOK 

Much of our investment process can be traced back to a simple idea: earnings surprises tend to be serially correlated (or that one surprise leads to another and 

so on). Trends continue until something changes them, usually some outside force or catalyst. In that vein, there’s no reason to think that the trend from active to 

passive, the growth in ETFs, the absence of fear and risk aversion in the market will change in the near term. 

But longer term, the only constant is change. This too shall pass.  

In the meantime, we encourage investors to remember to think long term, and judge performance over a market cycle.  

I want to explicitly note that while these comments in our Outlook section may seem more cautionary lately, it does not drive our investment process. They are just 

comments. We take our discipline very seriously. We are still focused on bottom-up fundamental research, finding excellent growth opportunities one at a time.   

And finally…as the industry keeps referring to the “Goldilocks” conditions in the economy and market, perhaps we should re-examine the fairy tale itself. Even the 

modern version of the story has a dramatic and slightly dark ending: 

 

She jumped out of bed, and away she ran, down the stairs and out into the forest. And the three bears never saw her again.  

Even more alarming is the original fairy tale, The Story of the Three Bears. In this story, there is no character named “Goldilocks,” but instead the protagonist is 

known as the “old woman.” And the author states that “she was an impudent, bad old woman, and set about helping herself.” The bears were the good guys! The 

old woman was essentially trespassing, stealing their breakfast, and abusing their well-kept home. Here is the ending to the original version: 

Up she started, and when she saw the three bears on one side of the bed she tumbled herself out at the other and ran to the window. Now the window 

was open, because the Bears, like good, tidy bears as they were, always opened their bedchamber window when they got up in the morning. Out the 

little old woman jumped, and whether she broke her neck in the fall or ran into the wood and was lost there, or found her way out of the wood and was 

taken up by the constable and sent to the House of Correction for a vagrant she was, I cannot tell. But the three Bears never  saw anything more of her.  

Oh, the irony as pundits bask in our “Goldilocks” market, only to realize the story is about a moment of ignorant bliss as she is enjoying what she has stolen, only 

to face the reckoning of the Bears when she has awakened. I wonder when this market will wake up.  

Earnings growth for a portfolio holding does not guarantee a corresponding increase in the market value of the holding or the portfolio. Earnings Growth is a measure of growth in a company’s net income over a specific period, often 

one year. Return on Equity is the amount of net income returned as a percentage of shareholders equity and measures a corporation’s profitability by revealing how much profit a company generates with the money shareholders have invested. 

NOT FDIC INSURED MAY LOSE VALUE NOT BANK GUARANTEED 

*Strategy Assets are shown as supplemental information as these assets include mutual fund and UMA assets which are managed within the Mid Cap Growth Strategy                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

N.A. - Composite Dispersion information is not statistically meaningful due to an insufficient number of portfolios in the composite for the entire year. Information for 

the 3-Yr Annualized Standard Deviation is not presented because there is less than 36 months of performance data. 

Year  Total 

Firm 

Assets 

(millions)  

Strategy Assets*   Composite Assets Annual Performance Results   3 Yr Annualized 

Standard Deviation 

USD 

(millions)  

Number of  

Accounts  

USD 

(millions)  

Number of  

Accounts  

Composite  Russell 

Midcap® 

Composite 

Dispersion  

Composite 

Gross 

Russell 

Midcap® 
Gross Net 

2016 3,658 287 13 201 9 7.98% 7.24% 7.33% 0.09% 13.13% 12.17% 

2015 2,903 152 12 38 10 -0.27% -1.01% -0.20% N.A. 12.01% 11.29% 

2014 3,436 165 6 31 4 4.19% 3.40% 11.90% N.A. 11.71% 10.87% 

2013 3,076 155 6 35 4 34.63% 33.60% 35.74% N.A. 13.54% 14.62% 

2012 1,222 85 6 7 2 16.74% 15.78% 15.81% N.A. 16.44% 17.91% 

2011 933 40 3 1 1 3.26% 2.44% -1.65% N.A. 18.13% 20.82% 

2010 919 25 2 1 1 30.65% 29.63% 26.38% N.A. 24.46% 26.37% 

2009 554 16 2 1 1 42.29% 41.18% 46.29% N.A. 22.61% 24.01% 

2008 387 12 2 1 1 -44.27% -44.69% -44.32% N.A. N.A. N.A. 

2007 391 19 2 1 1 25.53% 24.73% 11.43% N.A. N.A. N.A. 


